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Tull Pendant from Meizai is specifically designed for Incipit by
Italian designer, Tommaso Caldera. An intelligent reinterpretation
of the traditional lamp found in workshops, the light is made from
classic materials that highlight an austere style. Combining form
with functionality, the Tull Pendant comes in a range of fresh colours
that make the aesthetic appreciated whether the light is on or off.
meizai.com.au
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The Offering Mirror is designed and handmade to order
from Kira & Kira in Queensland. This round mirror is gracefully
made from solid wood and contains an optional removable
shelf. Available in a natural, dark stain or black finish with two
dimensions - 90mm deep or 120mm deep.
kiraandkira.com.au

New
Products

Omega Waterfall Spout in its fine geometric form,
exudes splendour. An ergonomic masterpiece, the
bathroom tap is functional and is modeled to create
a waterfall appearance and a soothing sound.
Around The World Globe by Amalfi is a
gorgeous and classy object to highlight your study
or hallway. Made out of metal with a gold and black
finish, the piece steers away from the traditionallooking globe and has a unique style that doubles
as a refined and exquisite art piece.

casalusso.com.au

amalfihomewares.com.au

The Silhouette Chair is handmade and
assembled in Sydney. The eye catching chair
from Evie Group is bound to turn heads with
its remarkable individual profile joined
together to form a modular type seating system.
In its compacted state, it is a chair and open it
up to make an impressive bench or art form.
Finished with Birch ply and black rubber
lining, all pieces are made to order and custom
pieces are available on request. Its neutral
colours allow for the sophisticated shape to
stand out, enabling it to be a perfect piece to
any room.

Inﬁnity Sideboard from Casa Uno
comprises of nine different drawers
and plenty of storage space. With an
interesting aesthetic, the sideboard
displays a sense of charisma and is
designed to transform the look of an
area, whether it is a study space,
living room or highlight to a hallway.
zanui.com.au
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